From the Desk of Mayor Kane:

Freehold Borough is proud to team up with District 11 Legislative Team for an Autumn Food Drive to benefit Jersey Shore Dream Center. Jersey Shore Dream Center has been on a mission to give hope to the hopeless, food to the hungry, clothes to the needy and freedoms to those bound by addiction and life-controlling issues. Jersey Shore Dream Center Mobile Food Pantry program delivers food weekly to individuals and families without access to food due to disability or lack of transportation.

Donations are being collected thorough October 2\textsuperscript{nd}. There is box in the lobby of Borough Hall, 30 Mechanic Street. Please see the attached flyer for the items they are in greatest need of, but any canned food or non-perishable goods of any kind are welcomed.

Freehold Borough has always been a caring and giving community. This gives us the opportunity to broaden our assistance and work together with other towns to provide food to one more child, family or deserving adult struggling with hunger.

Thank you

Mayor Kevin A. Kane